WELCOME TO
ARTSELERATE

creative business incubator
professional arts accelerator
creative collaboration
networking opportunity

WELCOME TO

ARTSELERATE
ARTSELERATE is a unique combination of business incubator,
start-up accelerator, creative collaboration, and networking
opportunity that creates a fast and practical approach to
business and strategic planning specifically for creative
practitioners and arts organisations.
ARTSELERATE helps participants complete their strategic
business and marketing plans, with practical actions ready
to be implemented, and creates a continued connection
with other creative professionals through a guided peer
mentoring program and ongoing connection to experts.

WHAT TO EXPECT:
A little bit of pre-work to introduce the topics of
planning, with a focus on cultural safety.
2 x in person accelerator weekends (8 weeks apart)
full of tutorials, resource sharing, guest speakers, and
practical activities.
An informal networking dinner on the Saturday night
of each weekend (at your expense).
2 x 1-hour creative business mentor meetings with a
specialist advisor through the Business Connect
program between the two weekends.
2 x 1-hour peer support meetings with one of your
fellow participants, as part of the Coaching Congaline
program.

Participants receive a 10% discount to Accessible Arts
online training programs, including Disability
Confidence Training and Accessible Marketing.
Participants also receive a discount to attend accredited
Mental Health First Aid Training with MakeShift.
Access to the private Artselerate LinkedIn Group,
where you can continue to connect with your new pals
and program alumni.

THE COST?

FREE!

WHO SHOULD APPLY?
ARTSELERATE is a program designed for creative practitioners at any stage of their professional
development — it's a melting pot of experiences, attitudes, and ideas to get your planning done!
You could be...
An individual artist or maker from any area of the creative industry
A recent graduate or fledgling freelancer just getting started
Someone representing a small creative organisation or arts not-for-profit
A leader from a mid-sized arts or screen organisation who doesn't have the financial resources to hire a
consultant or participate in a more expensive program.
We welcome keen beans from any area of practice, including
screen, music, performing arts, design, fashion, visuals arts, writing, and multi-arts.
Ideally, you are committed to improving your professional and creative capacity and developing your
business and marketing skills in an accelerated way, through a practical methodology.
You also need to be engaged, enthusiastic, and willing to commit to participating in the whole program.
That means BOTH weekends and in-between meetings. It's compulsory!
We actively encourage applications from people of culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds,
people with disabilities, people who identify as LGBTQIA+, and people of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander descent. We also welcome people of all genders. You must be over 18 to attend.
CREATIVE PLUS BUSINESS IS A SAFE AND INCLUSIVE SPACE FOR ALL.

OTHER DEETS?
The location for the in-person accelerator weekends will be an accessible venue, details TBC.

The only costs for participants are travel to and from the venue, parking, and own meals (including the
optional Saturday Night dinner). Plus your time, of course!
You will be required to sign a photographer's release form AND a confidentiality agreement to protect your
ideas and the ideas of other participants.

INTERESTED? EMAIL
HELLO@CREATIVEPLUSBUSINESS.COM TO CHAT

CREATIVE PLUS BUSINESS
If you're a creative practitioner
exploring the intersection of art
and business, and need some
guidance, you're in the right spot.

Creative Plus Business is an
educational organisation dedicated
to helping creative practitioners and
arts bodies develop their
entrepreneurial skills. This includes
learning and developing practical
abilities in small business, financial
literacy, and marketing.
Since we started in 2016, we've
helped thousands of individual
practitioners and creative
organisations to finesse their
entrepreneurial nous, overcome
challenges, and thrive in business.

Our stellar team of experts possess
real-world experience when it
comes to running a creative
business, so we know what it's
actually like to carve out a career in
the creative industries.
We're passionate about giving
creatives the tools they need to self
determine their professional career
and become less reliant on
external funding. The training we
provide builds capacity and
increases commercial success
within the creative industries, and
all our programs are designed to
foster self-sufficiency through selfemployment.

Be creative –
Make money –
Love your work!

